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In this paper following Berger's approximate plate theory for large deflections, large aqlitude free vibmtioq of 
Rectangular plate, ieosoeles right-angled triangular plate, Equilateral triangular plate and airoular plate rerting on 
a Pasternak-type elastio foundation have been discussed. 
Large deflection of flat isotropic plates has been investigated by the use of the approximate method 
offered by Bergerj-. ~his tp~roximate m thod is based on neglecting the second invariant of middle surfwe 
strains in the expression-for the total potential energy of the system. Iwinski and Nowinski2 extended tba 
method to orthotr~pic plate problems. NowinskiS has also solved same boundary value problems associa- 
ted with circular and rqtangular plates undergoing large deflection. Nash and Modeer4 found the large 
amplitude free vibratiods of rectangular and circular plates applying the technique shown by Berge~ 
Large amylitude free vibrations of isosceles right-angled triangular plates and elliptic plates have been. 
investigated by Balieriee6,% Banerjee7 found out the non-linear free and forced vibrations of different 
orthotropic plates. - 
The object of this paper is to investigate the large amplitude free vibrations of different plates 
resting on a Pasternak-type of elastic foundation by Berger Method. Numerical results are also 
presented in the form gf graphs for the case of a simply supported rectangular plate. 
F O R M U L A T I O N  O F  T H E  P R O B L E M S  
The strain energy due to bending and stretching of the middle surface in a thin plate undergoing large 
deflectiom is given by Nash and Modeer? 
where 
w = deflection of the plate normal to the middle plane, 
V2 - Laplacian operator, 
D = flexural rigidity of the plata = . E h3 12(1- vl) ' 
E = Young's modulus, 
h = thickness of the plate, 
v = P~isson's ratio, 
e 3 first invariant of the middle surface strain8 = es + E , ,  
3: eeoond invariant of the middle surface strains 
w r ' s  -4 >*ap 
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u, v = disptacements along x- and y- axes respectively. 
The foundation reaction p of the Pasternak elastic fnodel is given by Kerrs' 
, . 
I, = . x m - G T 7 2 w _ ,  + (2) 
wher&Kis the foundation constant and G (a swond foundation constant) is the shear modulus. - 
The potential energy V2 of the distributed foundation reaction p (x, y) as given by (2) is ' 
(3b 
a 
Adding (1) and (9, the total potential energy V,-V2 of the system tkkes the form* 
12 
. , 
(G 
. - 
The kinetic energy of the plate is 
T = -& 2 /J[;w-+-+..d-] h a s ,  . . . (6)  
ahere p denotes the density of the plate material. 
Neglecting eranil app.king Ha+& on' sgr inciple a d  Euler differential e-quat/ons of the vp-*t@~al eb l e rn ,  
$e finay'abtain tlwfelbwing &pprOXJmate differential eqaatien f a r2  in the sbsenceof igertia effect8 in 
the plane of-the pbe3  : 
Ku, 12 $% 
0 2 w +  -+- %==, . , (6) 
where - -- 
- - 
ph3 cp-? = - 120  
-- 
and . . I 
( 7 )  - 
where a is a real normdised constan of in%egration. 
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S O L U T I O N  OF T H E  P R O B L E M B  
Bectcx;nguZm plate with all the edges simply sapported 
* 
Let us consider the free vibrations of a flat rectangular plate with sides of lengths 2a and2bin the x and 
y directions respectively and with the centre as the origin of co-ordinates. The deflections are considered to  
have the order of magnitude of the plate thickness. 
The boundary conditions for simply supported edges are 
a2 w I u=u,=-  = O  on a;= 
axz 
3% 
V = U , = E -  3 0  on y =  (8)  
a ya 
Let us assume u, v, w, in the following form8 satisfying conditions (8)  
in which 
S7r 
a, = - 
4 * 
+ 1 ) ~  (2% + 1) rr 
Pm = 2a 2 Yn 2b 
To determine the fundamental mode of vibration we put m r n = 0 in (11). Considering (9), ( lo ) ,  (11) . 
an& (7) and taking 
P2(t) = Q(t) - H(t) = f ( t )  (12) 
we obtain 
Inserting ( l l ) ,  (12) and (13) in (6) with m =r n z 0,  we finally get 
p + y P + s P = o  , - - (14) 
where 
which is to be solved subject to the initial conditions 
F(0) = 1 , ~ ( 0 )  = 0
Hence the solution of (14) is determined as 
n 
F(t) =on (u*t , 8)  , ' (15) 
Dm. 811. J., V ~ L .  28, h k t t  1970 
where 
6 
i w*$ , y + 8 and B2 = 
2(y + 8) 
Bere W* and 6 are positive constants for somepartioular values of K and G and cn is Jacobi's elliptic 
function. 
4 8  The non-linear time period T* of cn (w* t ,  8 )  is given by T* = -- W* Y 
where 8 is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. 
The usual linear time period T is put as 
where o is determined from the equation, 
G K 12 a2 w 
with V d w f  D @ +  h2cp2 2t2 = o  ( l7 )  
w = A,, oos Po x cos yo y . oos wt. 
Hence 
1 1 2  4 1 1 
T* 26  [(a +-g) +- 3 ( " R - = ~ G  (T +-T)'Ia a ,  
- -'  
b I 
T 
- 1.) + & ( 4 ~  - n 2 ~  ($ + k)) ] (18) 
where 
p2 = A2,,(,/h2 
When K and G beoome zero in the limit, then equation (18) takes the form 
l'* 2 8  -t 
- =- [ I +  T 77 (19) 
as invsatigated by Nash and Modeer4 without any elastic fohdation. ) 
&mplg supp~ted isosceles right-angled trdmgular plate 
Let us now consider that the edges of the flat plate resting onapasternak-type of elastic foundation he 
x t t  y = O a n d x + y = ~ .  
For such a plate the boundary conditions are 
I 
u = w =  
32 w 
3x2 - O  at x = O ,  
. , 
q) s: 9 J =  3'w = 0  
a 
at y = O ,  
a2 w us- = o  a t o f  y = a ,  
3 r)= 
where 
& 
\ 
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Compatible with the boundary conditions the suitable expressions for u, v, w can be taken as : 
I I 
= 
n;n 
coscc,, y I+ s i n % %  - - ] E ( t ) ;  4 
n = 1 , 3  ....... 
B.sin ,y [ oos a%$ - sin ~y + 7 ] ( t )  , 
n= 1, 3, ...... 
2 A, [ sin 2% x. sin y + sin 2% p sin a, x 1 x R ( t )  , 
Suhtituting the ex~ressions of zc, a and win (73 and using ( 1 2 ) ,  integration over the area of the plate yields 
after necessary simplification 
A l a  2 2 = 1 5 ( T  ) I (20) 
and the governing equation is given by 
p + y f  + S P = O ,  (21) 
where 
2 5 a 4  5 a a G  
=[-;;i--- 
S = 26 d A,B Cg 4 a4 . 
Equation (21) can be solved as in the case of rectangular plate. 
The ratio between the non-linear time period and the linear time period is 
T" 
- -  
2 8 
- 
T 7r 9 (22) 
where 
fla = Ala/ha 
leading to \ 
T* 
- -  
2 8  
r" -- 7r [ 1 + 3 ~ ] - ~  (as) 
J 
in absence of elastic foundation as offered by Banerjees. 
. . 
a 
bm~, dh. j., VOIL 48, A ~ B =  1948 
A 
/ 
x 
Fig. l-Equilateral triangu1ar;flat plate. Z 
Simply Supported Equila8eral Triangular Plate 
Trilifiectr co-ordinates : Let ABC be an equilateral triangle of side a. The centroid 0 in the undeflected 
middle surface is taken as the origin of co-ordinates. The axes 04 and O Y  are taken perpendicular and 
parallel to BC respectively. If A, p be three perpendiculars from a point p (z, y) within the triangle 
ailpa on AC, AB and BC respectively, r ,  t e radius of the inscribed circle, then 
- x 
p l = r +  -3- -- dT ?.l 9 
2 
" d g Y ,  pa/= r.+ 4- - 2 
\ 
-9'- Pa - .  2 ,  
and 
f i + f i + f i = = %  = % a=b(snyb 
Let us take an equilateral triangular flat plate of side a resting on a Pasternak-type of elastic* foundation. 
In this case, we have the boundary conditions : 
w = V 2 e y = 0  on p l = p 2 = ~ = 0 .  
we assume, 
u = o = O  on p l = p a = % = O .  
The above conditions will be satisfied if the expressions for u, v and w are taken in the following forms : 
= s d C B m [ s i n 8 m ( f i + p 3 )  + 'Un h ( p ~ + k ) ] ~ ( t ) ,  
m = l  
= z  ~ ~ [ a i n ~ ( p ~ + f i )  - d n 8 . ( p , + p a ) ] ~ ( t ) ,  
m = l  
I I 
$ '  
n = s  ~ , [ s i n S ~ ~ + s i n S ~ f i + d n 6 . ~ ] ~ ( ~ ,  
* = I  
M 
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where 
, 
- 2 i n  si = -, i = m , n .  
.A a 
Proceeding in the similar manner as deduced in the previous article, we thus obtain for the fundamental 
mode of vibration 
To evaluate F (t) we have the required equation 
/ F + * * B + ~ P = o  , (26) 
where 
4 n2 G- K 
6 = 
16 114 A t  Cp2 
&a a2 
\ 
Here ratio of T* and T is given by 
/ 
16 
T* 2 8 
-- - 
T 
- 
n 
In the absence of elastic foundation K = G = 0. 
Hence 
!€* 
- .c -  T a (27) 
Ci~~zdlaY Plate 
Axapproximate analysis of a flat circular plate having its boundary elastically restrained against 
rotation is offered here. Let the circular plate of radius R be axisymmetric and be placed on a elastic 
foundation of Pasternak-type. 
, . 
I ' 
The trimformationer of equations (6) and (7) into polar co-ordinates lead' to 
v ~ w - -  [ c F ( ~ ) - -  C ] ~ 2 k . + - w  R + -  h1 12 cPa - 9da a t l  - P 1% = 0 . ($8) 
Dmr, 801. J., WOL. 28, &an, 1978 
and 
3 u 2 u2 kt e =  - (29) 
3.9' 
where d2 1 d y p 5 +  -j- - - d r r d r  ' 
f ( t)= F2( t )  r \ 
Let us assume that 
u = f ( r ) F 2 ( t )  , (30) 
w = W ( r )  F ( t )  c (31) 
Combining (3s) +@I) we have 
G K 12 d2F 
.-@.gt)Va IT7 - [ u2 F2 (1) - 3 ] F ( t )  V2 I*+ R (t) W 4-  -h2 Cpa a t2 W = 0 (32) 
A solution is possible if 
' V4K V 2  W 
-= q4  and -= . -d f W (33) W 
Hence, ' .W = AJ,(cpr) , (34) 
iwbere J,, is the Bessel function of the first kind of order zero. 
~onsiderihg .equations (32) and (331, we now \ obtain 
h2 Cp2 q2 a2 
12 F=O (35) 
The solution of this equation is put as 
P ( t )  = e n - ( a *  t ,  6) , 
/ 
where 
K a (,*a = +- -- 12 D Q  
63 = I K G (p" (1 + 7 + n 2 p  
From (2%) and (30) we get 
a2 ha r 2 J o  (b 4. J1 ('P 4 
f (r) = -- 24 4 'PC 1 (36) 
p.,, w to vanish on the boundary r =,R, must be a root of 
J.(cpfi)==O . J (37) 
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Again for u=O on r = R, we have from (36) 
Thus the ratio T*/T is given by J 
When K and G become zero in the limit, we get the oorresponding result 
as obtained by Nash and Modeel". 
N U M E R I C A L  R E S U L T S  
Numerical results are offered graphically in Fig. 2 for simply supported rectangular plate in terms 
b 
of the aspect ratio - = 1 to give rise an idea of the variation of the ratio T*/T given by (1 8) 
(C 
with respect to different values of /3 having considered some particular values of non-dimensional 
K a4 G (a2 
foundation modulus h ( = --ij-- ) and p ( = -jj- ). 

